
A HISTORY OF ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSIONS OF SOUNDS

INTRODUCTION The history of electronic sound modification is as old as the history of electronic musical instruments
and electronic sound transmission.

Heir to the glorious French traditions of musique concrete and sound collage, French sound-sculptor Christian
Renou, aka Brume , specialized in the dense, rapid-fire sonic montage that culminated with the concrete
symphony Fragments and Articulations  In each analyzer channel a control voltage is generated with what we
now call an envelope follower. The history of stereo recording changed after the late introduction of the
Westrex stereo phonograph disc, which used the groove format developed earlier by Blumlein. Conversion
process[ edit ] The lifecycle of sound from its source, through an ADC, digital processing, a DAC, and finally
as sound again. More traditional collages of field recordings survived in the work of composers such as Eric
La Casa France , whose L'Empreinte de L'Ivresse is an ambitious fresco of human life. In the s, experiments
with magnetic tape enabled the development of the first practical commercial sound systems that could record
and reproduce high-fidelity stereophonic sound. Sound could be recorded, erased and re-recorded on the same
tape many times, sounds could be duplicated from tape to tape with only minor loss of quality, and recordings
could now be very precisely edited by physically cutting the tape and rejoining it. Earlier, purely acoustic
methods of recording had limited sensitivity and frequency range. Post-source frequency modulation is very
important to enhance certain program material. The combined impact with innovations such as the endless
loop broadcast cartridge led to significant changes in the pacing and production style of radio program content
and advertising. Sample-rate conversion including upsampling and downsampling may be used to conform
signals that have been encoded with a different sampling rate to a common sampling rate prior to processing.
One technique to deal with this involved using a Stroh violin to which uses a conical horn connected to a
diaphragm that in turn is connected to the violin bridge. They had the best microphone, a condenser type
developed there in and greatly improved in , [18] and the best amplifiers and test equipment. The first
successful fuzz boxes include the VOX distortion booster, which plugs into a guitar and which originated in
England in  Buerck, "Klangumformungen in der Rundfunkstudiotechnik, insbesondere durch Anwendung der
Frequenzumsetzung," Elektron. With this time modulator a large variety of effects were introduced, such as
automatic double tracking, automatic triple tracking, negative flange, positive flange, resonant flange,
"negative killer flange," positive killer flange," vibrato, arpeggio, pitch quantiziing, two-drum slaps, reverb
with detune, and others. To avoid making their existing catalogs instantly obsolete, the two long-time
archrivals agreed privately not to publicize the new process until November , by which time enough
electrically recorded repertory would be available to meet the anticipated demand. The compact cassette
became a major consumer audio format and advances in electronic and mechanical miniaturization led to the
development of the Sony Walkman , a pocket-sized cassette player introduced in  EMI UK was the first
company to release commercial stereophonic tapes. Unlike poetry or the visual arts, that can incorporate
explicit references to their object, music is not a representational art. The double-sided 78 rpm shellac disc was
the standard consumer music format from the early s to the late s. This technique, known as channel coding ,
is essential for broadcast or recorded digital systems to maintain bit accuracy. The early recordings of Janek
Schaefer Britain, focused on two elements: studio manipulation of field recordings, and his self-built twin and
triple armed varispeed turntables. Main article: Tape recorder Magnetic audio tapes: acetate base left and
polyester base right An important field of invention during this period was the tape recorder. He introduced
the multitrack recorder [eight tracks on 1-inch mm tape] in cooperation with Ampex. Between the invention of
the phonograph in and the first commercial digital recordings in the early s, arguably the most important
milestone in the history of sound recording was the introduction of what was then called electrical recording,
in which a microphone was used to convert the sound into an electrical signal that was amplified and used to
actuate the recording stylus. The mundane becomes extraordinary: "no sound is ordinary". These included
improved microphones and auxiliary devices such as electronic filters, all dependent on electronic
amplification to be of practical use in recording. Melius World's Week, vol. In the s, most record players were
monophonic and had relatively low sound quality. The Walkman was the first personal music player and it
gave a major boost to sales of prerecorded cassettes, which became the first widely successful release format
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that used a re-recordable medium: the vinyl record was a playback-only medium and commercially
prerecorded tapes for reel-to-reel tape decks , which many consumers found difficult to operate, were never
more than an uncommon niche market item. Other products of this kind are manufactured by Lexicon and
MXR. Magnetic wire recorders were effective, but the sound quality was poor, so between the wars, they were
primarily used for voice recording and marketed as business dictating machines. Compositional rigor
highlighted the fusion of acoustic chamber music, droning minimalism, glitch music, electronic soundscaping
and computer-manipulated field recordings propounded by Olivia Block USA, in her trilogy of Pure Gaze ,
Mobius Fuse and Change Ringing  Experimental TV Center. In contrast, the German Jorg Mager built an
organlike instrument for which he used loudspeakers with all types of driver systems and shapes to obtain
different sounds. A digital audio signal may optionally be encoded for correction of any errors that might
occur in the storage or transmission of the signal. In this paper some highlights of historical development are
reviewed, covering the time from to the present.


